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Release Notes: v 3.0.0.1 
 
This version works with CU3 + Feature pack, R2 and R2 + CU1 

 

Enhancements  

Regional settings aligned have been added to format any additional data (custom fields) as the existing data 

on the report. 

Regional settings can be setup in the parameters and be used on each report. When regional settings are setup 
in parameters the formatting of each element can be overwritten by setup a datatype for the element. 

This datatype will be formatted using the regional settings and the report language. 

Number of decimals can be set on each element. Because it can be used in combination with condition it’s 

possible, as example, to configure one customer group to use one number of decimals and another customer 
group to use another number of decimals in the same element name. 

Destinations to archive gives the possibility to select if first, last, all document from predefined destinations 

should be archived. 

Export/Import allows to make an export on one or several reports and afterwards import the selected reports. 

Can be used to move reports between companies, partitions or between environments (DEV, TEST, QA, 

LIVE/PROD etc.). 

Condition (based on query and custom fields) can now be used on Sections, Elements and Report destinations. 

This gives the options to base the setup on a virtual company, because CompanyId could be used in the 

Condition. 

Furthermore it gives the possibility to base both the data output and the destinations on all the custom fields 

defined for the report, which as example could be, if a customer or customergroup want a certain data output or 

if a destination should be based on a customer or customergroup.  

It’s possible to use any defined table-relation, existing data from the report, fixed vaues, labels, parameter from 

the report or custom code (new feature in LaserNet Connector 3) in the Condition. 

 

Subfolder mask now also have the selection DataAreaId, PartitionId (R2) 

Related sources can now handle range values. 

Custom Code can now be created and used in the LaserNet Connector. 

This gives the possibility to make X++ code where ranges could be based on the existing report. 

This also gives the possibility to make 1->n relations in the data output. 

Custom code can both be saved in the application and as Data. Because it can be saved in Data  

it’s possible to move Custom between environments using a data export file. 

Exporting using the LaserNet Connector can also handle export/import of Custom Code. 

Custom fields have been improved with the possibility to get the values from the printerdialog. 
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This way it’s possible to reuse information from the standard AX2012 printerdialog in the LaserNet Connector 

and therefore in LaserNet.  

Also existing report fields can now be selected and reused. 

Gives some very flexible possibilities because Custom fields can used in Condition, Sections, elements, Filename, 

Email Subject and Email bodies. 

Calculated Fields have been improved with the following selections: 

CompanyId, CompanyName, ReportLanguageId, PartitionId (AX2012 R2) and PartitionName (AX2012 R2) 

Parameters from the printer dialog. 

Subject and body when sending emails from the Printer-dialog can now be setup using the default on the 

standard report. 

Furthermore it’s possible to decide whether the user should be allowed to change the Email subject and body or 

if the subject and body should be fixed for the report. 

Document handling (Document attachment) have been extended so it’s possible to add all documents / 

documenttypes from all the related tables for the report. 

Furthermore custom fields and condition can be used in both setup and in the condition for the Document 

handling. 

It’s possible to setup on each report if it’s should be possible to skip, overwrite or append documents in the 

Printer dialog. 

Overlays got an description field to get a better overview 

Furthermore custom fields are added both to the Overlay Id and to the Overlay pages (First page, middle page, 

last page, single page). 

Several of custom fields can be combined to obtain the Overlay pagename. 

Condition also added to the selection of the overlay. 

It’s possible to setup on each report if it’s should be possible to skip, overwrite or append the overlay selection 

on the Printer dialog. 

Reprint in forms gives the possibility to setup which standard buttons the LaserNet Connector should use to 

“emulate” print original, proforma printing and when resending.  

Proforma printing can now be “detected” from a method on the report. 

This is used for making the decision for printing a report as proforma. 

Destination now have a description which can give a better overview and identification 

Custom properties gives the possibility to define extra jobinfo’s. 

As example NumberOfOriginals and NumberOfCopies could be setup and used in the predefined destinations. 

It is possible to define an unlimited number of Custom properties which will be added to the JobInfo section. 

Resend functionality are updated and can handle more standard reports when the resend functionality are used. 

JobInfo section are extended with the following JobInfo’s: 

CompanyId, ReportLanguage, Partition(R2), PartitionId (R2), PredefinedDestination, Preview, ForcedReRun, 

OverlayInstruction, AttachmentInstruction, RunOrigin 

SSRS SubReports are now supported. If a SSRS report are using a SubReport the fields would be added to the 

XML-structure. 

Query-based reports can now be used in existing reports. Gives the possibility to use a report created with the 

wizard in another existing or new report 
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Move/Copy of elements between sections in the report or to another report. 

Sorting of sections and elements can now be handled. As example note on a salesorder and the remarks can be 

changed, in their output on the report, just by changing the sort order. No need to change in the design of the 

report. Using the condition it is possible to handle the sorting in different ways on the same report. (could be 

different customer or different customer groups) 

Allow manual document handling on the printerdialog. Possible to select if the user should be allowed to 

disable, overwrite or append documents in the printerdialog 

 


